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To obtain a position within this company that will increase productivity with the 
help of my hard work and dedication. Through this job, I also hope to gain 
personal growth as well as professional growth. Working and collaborating with 
higher ups to set sales goals for the company. Managing a sales team and oversee
their day-to-day tasks and projects. Developing sales and marketing strategies 
that meet or exceed corporate-set revenue goals Executes sales action plans 
while maintaining high productivity, quality, and client-satisfaction levels. 
Managing and training a team of sales personnel.

SEPTEMBER 2002 – 2022
NATURAL LEADER - ABC CORPORATE

 Handle business transactions with account activities including; upgrading 
customers service, billing and technical troubleshooting.

 Utilized a variety of systems and web-based tools to research and resolve 
customer issues.

 Demonstrated drive and enthusiasm while handling customer questions, and 
complaints.

 Served as a new hire coach to ensure new hire representatives calls met quality 
standards, and take escalated calls as needed.

 Facilitated team meetings to new hire classes.
 Communicated with teammates First Call Resolution goals to improve centers 

quality scores.
 Participated in same day floor support assisting colleagues with escalations.

1999 – 2002
NATURAL LEADER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Small Business Enduser Care Representative Consistently provide excellent 
customer service.

 As a Quality Captain provide feedback to Quality Managers on trends and 
patterns.

 Choctaw Street Anniston Al.
 Details of work included but was not limited to general labor tasks and making 

sure that new employees were given a company wide safety course.
 Shipping and receiving Safety-oriented Production scheduling Multi- tasker 

Fluent in english Safety-conscious.
 Shipping and receiving Safety-oriented Production scheduling Multi- tasker 

Fluent in english Safety-conscious.
 Customer-service focused Strong.
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EDUCATION

Bachelor Of Arts

SKILLS

Planning, Training, Team Work.
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